
Retailers need to transform shopping experiences 
across the physical and the virtual.

The Shopping experience is changing in ways that were unimaginable a  
few years ago but The Hub platform has been developed to integrate current 
best practices with the new digital opportunities and in a seamless and all-
inclusive way. There is no doubt that the lockdown as a result of COVID-19 
has increased the likelihood of digital shopping and this will continue in 
a socially distanced world. Solutions are being put in place such as pre-
ordering, booking, customer sign-in and instore self-service, plus personalised 
experiences. The Hub Platform is a multi-tenanted, open-source, cloud-based 
architecture that empowers retailers to innovate and integrate all channels 
in-store and online across mobile and tablet in a way that:
 
• empowers shoppers with a contactless, cashless and personalised 

experience.
• provides seamless customer in-store and online experiences.
• enhances choice and convenience for shoppers.
• transforms virtual and physical shopping experiences.
• creates a low-cost entry point.
• helps operators to connect to world-class solutions for all  

POS touchpoint.

The Hub platform does the hard work behind the scenes, such as 
maintaining prices, processing orders with payment, and managing 
inventory that enables retailers to deliver world-class customer service 
consistently and cost-effectively. Additional services can be added on, 
integrated, and scaled easily by drawing on a wide range of customer-centric 
plug-in platform capabilities. The Hub can also be deployed to manage  
any hardware terminal and connect any networked touchpoint or device.  
This delivers everything retailers need by connecting customer experiences, 
simplifying business processes and delivering real-time performance 
insights that drive revenues, profitability and customer engagement.

Retail omnichannel integration
The Hub Solutions

The Hub ‘One Smart Retail’ Platform
As an open retail platform, The Hub 
includes the very latest best-practice  
in a wide range of new and enhancing 
technologies. This delivers connected 
customer experiences, shorter queues, 
faster POS transactions and throughput 
along with real-time data and customer 
and performance insights to run retail 
more profitably whilst exceeding customer 
expectations. Local store retailers can 
share or access parts of a 24/7 real-time 
centralised mission control which can  
act as a personalised dashboard to the 
individual shopper as well as an enterprise 
central dashboard for any permission-
based retailer.

The Hub platform is used to remotely 
manage any hardware device and 
networked touchpoint using a mission 
control. This is possible as it is an open 
‘plug and play’ middleware platform with 
multiple interoperable software engines 
that enable any user-facing application 
across any digital channel. The solution  
is based on an open technology platform 
based on a Java Spring Framework and 
Amazon (AWS) cloud-based infrastructure. 
All users share a 24/7 real-time centralised 
control that acts as a personalised 
dashboard to the individual user as well  
as a full enterprise central dashboard  
for operators.



24/7 retail Mission Control dashboard:
Core to The Hub is a permission-based, 
central control mission control dashboard 
which remotely manages 24/7 any 
networked device and touchpoint.  
This mission control also can analyse 
performance and processes in real-time.  
The mission control is used by help desks  
as well as all involved management. At the 
same time, users can also be given access 
to control their account details which can 
define and then automate a unique 
personalised service.

Analytics and performance:
Any data that is processed through  
The Hub can be included in any bespoke 
analysis or report. Most businesses will set 
Key Performance Indices (KPIs) and The 
Hub can create KPI driven analytics and 
performance reporting 24/7 and in real-time. 
Bespoke diagnostics can be invaluable and 
ultimately provide unique insights where 
others cannot. 

Own label loyalty and gift card 
programmes:
The Hub can provide both loyalty and  
fit carding. However, retail loyalty will be 
hard-earned as the high street brand 
experience will become less dominant as 
online shopping grows. The Hub offers a 
comprehensive membership, loyalty and  
VIP account set-up and maintenance 
solution which is also coming from  
other markets dedicated to this more  
‘account-based membership’ approach. 
Retailers can now establish independent 
customer programmes from the likes of 
Nectar to provide their own programmes 
and differentiate loyalty rewards in a more 
personalised way.

Multichannel retailing where physical 
meets digital:
The Hub retail solution offers the full suite  
of multi-channel options from remote 
management of hardware payment 
processing from traditional POS devices to 
new options such as mPOS and hand-held 
devices through to tablet and mobile. The 
Hub mission control dashboard provides 
real-time performance insights 24/7 to  
help maximise revenues and enhance the 
shopper experience thus simplifying 
interactions and lowering operation costs.

Ecommerce and the rise of  
mobile retailing:
The Hub provides retailers with a full 
eCommerce capability from order capture 
through to fulfilment across www, mobile 
and any other enabled device such as 
wristbands and watches. The Hub can act 
as an integration hub where the customer 
records are all centralised and loyalty 
rewards immediately enacted across instore 
as well as online activity. We can make 
eRetail capabilities accessible and affordable 
for smaller and medium-sized retailers by 
integrating seamlessly with existing web 
sites onto any device.

Online ordering and home delivery:
One of the likely changes in retailing 
post-COVID-19 is that home delivery will 
increase. The Hub Platform is well-
positioned to provide this to the smaller 
retailer at an affordable price and quickly. 
The Hub Platform provides a proven 
multi-channel order management solution.  
It allows retailers to take and fulfil orders 
from anywhere in-store and online. The 
platform supports all traditional fulfilment 
methods as well as click-and-collect. 

Click and collect with self-service:
The Hub has been providing self-service 
solutions to retailers for well over 20 years. 
This has been predominantly via self-service 
kiosks but can include attended POS and 
mobile payments These self-service 
terminals are generally fed from the www 
and include unattended payment which is 
remotely managed by The Hub Platform 
mission control dashboard. Post Covid-19 
we see that retailing and click and collect 
may well take on a different perspective and 
are well-positioned to deliver it. 

Retail pop up:
The Hub Platform can wrap up all that is 
required for a retail pop up. As an open, 
cloud-based architecture and flexible API 
Gateway, it facilitates ready and easy access 
to multiple pop up retailers who need to 
move at speed and temporarily.

Digital retail Wallet:
The Hub is bank certified to both issue  
and take payment. It can be used to securely 
issue or top-up payment cards and devices 
instore as well as online. It can also be used 
as a payment service provider in its own 
right or as a payment gateway to others. 
These are the foundations of a branded 
digital wallet to harness loyalty and 
empowering customers with a single, 
comprehensive digital wallet to transform 
the retail and retailer experience.

Health and Safety at work: 
During the COVID-19 crisis, The Hub  
quickly built three plug-in mobile apps and 
re-configured their platform. In this solution, 
we include the issuance of a picture based 
QR coded mobile certificate indicating 
passed antigen, antibody and/or vaccination 
results. This now has an additional eight new 
plug-in apps including these certificates that 
are being offered to all operator HR 
departments managing the safe return of 
their key workers. This is essentially an 
adaptation of The Hub ID suite of smart 
ticketing and therefore can be included as  
a part of the smart ticket issuance. We are 
delighted it has recently received an Innovate 
UK grant.
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